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Report of the multiplier events on the European Senior Social Entrepreneurship
Project
Introduction
Turku University of Applied Sciences arranged the multiplier events for SSE project in
three separate events in November and December 2021, one hour per each event. A total
of 53 stakeholders attended the events. The lists of participants can be found attached.
Due to the Covid-19 situation, we arranged the events online. We decided to do this,
because the Coronavirus situation started to worsen again in November 2021 and the
number of infections increased across Finland. At first, we had planned to arrange several
separate face-to-face events for small audiences, so that they would be safe to
implement. During November, we had many conversations with different stakeholders,
who all preferred online events instead of face-to-face meetings since the Covid-19
situation had gotten worse. Since some of our stakeholders are elderly themselves, it
became obvious that we could not convince them to join us in face-to-face events safely.
Due to this feedback, we changed our planned face-to-face events to online events in a
very short notice. This diminished drastically our participant numbers especially for the
open-for-all multiplier event. The biggest challenge for our dissemination was naturally
the Coronavirus situation.
The first online multiplier event November 17th, 2021
Turku UAS arranged the first online multiplier event November 17th, 2021, in cooperation with Elderly Volunteer Development Group, which is a group consisting of
active senior organizations. There were 9 participants from different third sector
organizations, which organize voluntary activities for elderly people.
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The second online multiplier event December 10th, 2021
The second online multiplier event was arranged December 10th 2021, in co-operation
with the City of Turku. We had over 60 Turku City employees participating our event,
but only 42 filled the required documentation regarding their contact information etc.
Majority of the participants worked with the unemployed and considered the social
entrepreneurship as a good opportunity for their customers through light
entrepreneurship possibilities.
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The third online multiplier event December 10th, 2021
The third online multiplier event was held later the same day December 10th, 2021. This
event was open for everyone interested in senior entrepreneurship. Even though we had
several interested people signed up for the event in advance, finally only 2 participated.
Those two participants were from Finnish Pensioners’ Federation and Metropolia
University of Applied Sciences.

The program of the events
All three events followed the same program. At first, we introduced the SSE project. Next,
we talked about social entrepreneurship – what it is and how it differs from traditional
entrepreneurship. Then we introduced the story of our Finnish senior entrepreneur Eila
Kaijärvi-Pekkola and finally presented the Senior Social Entrepreneurship Interactive eTraining Course. All events had time for discussion and networking. At third event we also
had video greeting from the Elderly Service Union VALLI association, which is a
nationwide developer of elderly work in Finland and has cooperated with us in the SSE
project.
All the specific programs for each event can be found attached.
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Experiences of the events
There were interesting discussions on the topic at each event. The topic of senior
entrepreneurship as well as the topic of social entrepreneurship are both quite new
subjects in Finland, and they aroused a lot of interest and thoughts on how they could
and should be developed even further in Finland. Those topics were seen as fascinating
signals and new openings for discussion. The SSE e-Training Course was highly
appreciated as a tool to develop the entrepreneurial skills for seniors and the story and
developed materials of senior entrepreneur Eila Kaijärvi-Pekkola were considered
impressive. Both the city of Turku employees and Finnish Pensioners’ Federation implied
that they would think ways how to continue utilizing the platform.
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